The POSITION of the
INTERNATIONAL CYNOLOGICAL UNION (WKU )
about carrying out of competitions on (k) inologičeskomu all-round
/pentathlon/
(International)
Men's team. Personal primacy.
1. The date of the international Championship for sports is carried out by decision of the Bureau the Cynological
World Union- WKU /World Kennel Union/
3. For competitions of any species, dogs are allowed past obligatory tests on common rate of obedience and
protection and guard service.
/mandatory program in each country can be different/
4. Referees shall be appointed from among the judges of the sport, according to record.
5. Dogs participating in competitions should be vaccinated
required vaccines at least 30 days before the competition.
6. Tečkuûŝie bitches are not allowed to participate.
7. Full team: 4učastnika-2/men, boys/girls 2ženŝiny/age is not limited, but not younger than 14 years

Competition rules
1. Obedience course/sport/
The maximum score is 100 points
Party with a dog goes to the starting line. Leaves the dog at a designated spot, there's also leaves the leash, and he
runs in the opposite direction at a distance.
(the distance is set by the judging team, but not less than 20 m)
1. Teams on the large distance (in ob″âzatel′noj order): from a lying position
/Sit, stand, lie-voice/
/Stand, sit, lie-gesture/
2 me
Team-me dog runs up to party and sits nearby. sportmenom front, but end up next.
3 Place.
The dog is returned to the place where on the leash.
4. Stop /stop dogs from a distance/
Then again the team to me. Dog dobegaet to center field/checkbox/participant must stop her in the center of the field
to a check box in any position (any command stop, sit, stand or lie down).

5 Polzi
Next the Team Lie-Polzi team (10 meters on the orders of a judge of the checkbox to check box). Then Sit. To me.
dog pobegaet and sits next to or in front of the instructor. End up next.
6. One
Then rushes apportirovočnyj the subject. Through the 10 seconds allowed to apportirovočnym the subject dog, dog
brings one to the party throws in front of it or takes it himself.
The participant must take the subject without doing step/two feet together/otherwise, 20 points

Fines:
1. when working at a distance: sit, stand, Lie
-repeated team -2 points
-failed to comply with one of the teams even after the third command-10 points
-do not execute two or more to the syntax is-20 points;
Teammate to me
-If your dog sits in front of the athlete and the team after not sit close-20ballov
3. do not run the command Polzi-20 points;
-The dog should not raise your elbows from Earth in another case for each other not propolzannyj meter -2./for
crawling, you can feed dog teams constantly gesture-not fine./repeat voice command-2 points/
4. The dog is not stopped on command-20 points;
-stopped after check box for 1 meter-10ballov
-stopped after check box at a distance greater than 1 meter-20ballov
/retry command -2 points/

5. do not run the command place-20 points;
Note: must go/leash should be before it/
-If the leash hind legs-10 points
6. do not run the command One- 20 points;
7 When commands me, place One -dog runs and goes a step or very slow jogging-saggy-10 points.
Note: When commands me, place One: each command can be repeated with 3 (three) times. But repeated team -2
points, but if after the third command performs no-20ballov
7. When apporte: The participant must take the subject without doing step/two feet together/
Otherwise, 20 points

2. Obstacle course.
The maximum score is 100 points + points for time
The participant is obliged to hold dog on barriers (time sensitive) as possible with the fewest penalties. If the dog
does not overcome one obstacle-Strip is not counted. Party may run with a dog together/may not escape/submit any
commands in any quantity, but to overcome the shells do not have the right.
Fines:
-Loss of laths on barriers-10 points;
-Churning bruskov during a jump in length-20 points;
-Do not touch the contact area (red line)-5 points;
-No estate excerpts on the table-20 points;
-Mechanical impact-20 points;
-For each missed span slalom-5 points;
-Retry-5 points;
-If your dog has overcome the obstacle course during more than 90 sec-overcoming is not counted.
Party touches to shell-on 5 points

Table of points for time
Time table specified for the band 130-150metrov.
Correspondingly the length strips at each
Championship-the maximum time
the trial Chamber will be shown.
40 sec – 50 б
41……...49
42……...48
43……...47
44……...46
45……...45
46……...44
47……...43
48……...42
49………41
90………..0
91…removed

50 sec – 40 б 60 sec – 30 б 70 sec – 20 б 80 sec – 10 б
51………39
61………29
71………19 81…… … 9
52………38
62………28
72………18 82…… ….8
53………37
63………27
73………17 83…… ….7
54………36
64………26
74………16 84…… ….6
55………35
65………25
75………15 85……… .5
56………34
66………24
76………14 86……… .4
57………33
67………23
77………13 87……… .3
58………32
68………22
78………12 88……… .2
59……….31 69………21
79……….11 89…….….1

3. High jump.
The maximum score is 100 points
Height: 1.2 m-40 points
Height: 1.5 m-50 points
Height 1.8 m-80 points
Height 2.0 m-100 points.
There is no retry. Mechanical loading is not permitted. If, however, was mechanical impact-jump is not counted and repeat the
jump is not permitted.

4. the sample of their stuff.
The maximum score is 100 points
The maximum search time is 1 minute. Three attempts are allowed. /but for 1 minute/
Party with a dog at the start. Leaves the dog on line and coming to the judges: takes the subject keeps him in the hands/10 sec/,
then Assistant judge puts tweezers that subject in a square with many identical items. Party with a dog at this point stand with
your back to a specified square. One minute to start the search. is looking for on the order of Dog smell owner . Permitted
commands: (prior to entering a dog in square): Search, Nûhaj, to me, One.
-When the dog squared commands is prohibited.

Fines:
-For each retry-25 points;
/When the dog came out from the square and repeat taking the dog to the participant search/but time overall 1 min,
Dog found his subject, but does not make a square is not counted;
Dog found his subject, made from square, but not carried to owner-25 points.
The participant must take the subject without doing step/two feet together/

5. protection of the owner, the detention of two attackers.
The maximum score is 100 points

Checked:
-Evader,
-Host Protection
-Cessation of fighting teammates
-Exposure during a search
-Protection of offenders without instructor
Participant at the start throws a dog. By the field judge's signal towards the start line at a certain distance from each other move
violators No. 1 and no. 2. Dobežav to a certain line, stop violators, shoot in the direction of the party with a dog on one shot.
Party puts the dog on the detention of one of them (any). At the time when the dog performs acumen, violator produces two
shots up. The dog should not be frightened. After two rounds the infringer ceases fighting dog: falls, falls face to the ground and
not moving.
At this time the violator # 2 (which stood motionless all this time) shoots twice and runs the party. The dog should switch to
violator # 2 and the attack on the party. Party gives any commands at this point.
When a dog grabs the second intruder intruder falls/falls/facing towards the ground and stops the fight.
Only after that party has the right to withdraw dog voice/voice-command 3 moniker, Fu, me/in any sequence/and if the dog does
not comply, then remove it mechanically.
Then party and become violators in its place (marked with circles of chalk or highlights check boxes), and party produces search
violators.
Search be carried out: Violators will stand with his hands raised, party with the dog is in front of them at a distance of 3-5
meters, leaving the dog on the ground, and bypasses the violators and searches them from the back, descends to the shoe, then
climbs up to the raised hands, selects pistols, command places the right violators face to the ground, leaving the dog to protect
team/Guard/and quickly slow jogging or accelerated step brings the gun to the judge submits the weapon and hiding behind the
shelter for 10 sec. After 10 sec at the direction of the linesmen intruder slowly rises and runs away. The dog should instantly
priseč′ traffic violator.
If the dog does not pay attention to wrongdoing or evader generally went to the side, where the Party took refuge, the participant
teams helps delay the evader itself runs for dog, takes her after grasps any method and to resolve the judges leaves the field.

Fines:
-Lack of grasp, fear of the infringer is is removed;
-Fear of shots-50 points;
-Mechanical impact during decommissioning violator # -2-10 ball;
-Weak grip, weak job-20 points;
-Suspension of the grip (also during the shot, releases)-20 ball;
-Not switched to the second infringer is generally not protected to
Nick within 10 sec since bout violator with the owner-25 b;
Violator struggling with party and dog within 10 sec still
helped party-10 points;
-Dog disturbs a search missing offenders-5 points for
each attempt (3 attempts to search only);
-Dog gives to search after the third attempt-25 points;
-The dog leaves the violators and flees for the party: If you absolutely
not paying attention to the challenge of the infringer is 25 points; If all
same unfolds and catching the intruder-15 points;
/party has no right to apply FAS/command
-Dog protects violators, but still allowed to stand on
legs at least one offender; but after the delay,
(don't mind the dog)-15 points;

Note: Dog can keep for collar:
-the starting line
-at the last stage of the Suppression of the offending parties escape
Ku is allowed to remove dog mechanical impact
(not fine) and no longer let it off the leash

Winners titles:
Men's team. Personal primacy.
(I) .: International Championship
1 place-overall champion/Winner/on Cynological Sports/pentathlon/
2 place-Silver Medalist/Championship/kinologičeso (j) Mu sports/pentathlon/
3 place-bronze medalist/Championship/Sports/kinologičesomu/pentathlon

